I. Introduction
The necessity of having a CAPTCHA on a web form is now not a topic of debate. It is a must have test to keep the website up and live. Since Alan Turing's first test [1] this field has found no bars. Spammers and CAPTCHA techniques are progressing hand in hand. Wide varieties of CAPTCHA systems are available on internet along with their implementation steps [2] [3] . This gives a chance to spammers to crack them. Few examples collected from online resources along with their relative analysis are presented in table-1. 
IEEE Contact us:-
The nonlinear distortion of characters. The characters, however, easily separated from each other and from the noise. It is only for character recognition, and it is not difficult even without the involvement of neural networks (given that the characters are distorted figures and mostly horizontal).
Beeline :-Small linear distortions of characters of different sizes. The symbols are placed on the background noise in the form of geometric shapes (ellipses) by inversion. Disadvantage: The figures contrast the background.
MTS old :-A small rotation, the shift character.
Occasionally napolzanie them to each other. Noise reduction can be easily removed sharpness (blur). Pretty weak CAPTCHA MTS New:-A small rotation, the shift character. Noise in the form of background textures and lines superimposed on the symbols. However, sometimes even a person is not always easy to read results.
Megaphone :-Offset symbols, the noise in the form of lines and dots. Parallel lines can be filtered, with sloping complicated.
Skylink :-Some sort of parody of the CAPTCHA. Constant font, unchanging arrangement of symbols. Can be easily read by the superposition of the mask.
Object recognition CAPTCHA'S have gained much of interest of researches [4, 20] so as moving CAPTCHA [5, 17] . They have been proven to be secured but their correct recognition by genuine end user takes more time as compared to text based CAPTCHA. Another important aspect related to it is the vast / wide spread usage a familiarity of text based CAPTCHA. It has become so popular cum -obvious that a regular user of internet services even does not read out the instruction before filling the CAPTCHA Test box. Thus, the text based CAPTCHA s are of our interest of research in this paper.
Ever since the invention of OCRs, human offline hand written text recognition has been an unsolved challenge for scientists the handwritten text is easy to read by human users but difficult for spammers / OCRs. The 100% offline handwriting recognition is still a challenge for OCRs. Thus use of handwritten text as CAPTCHA image is a revolutionary idea. It has seen many phases and changes related to distortion/colors/noise and familiarity aspects. It is known that text that is familiar in human readings perform better than on unfamiliar text in recognition process by human beings [19] . The difference in abilities of human and machines have led to use handwritten text in CAPTCHA images [6] . There has been successfully broken set of CAPTCHA even provided by Microsoft Word 2007, Google and yahoo [11] . The main reason behind this is the increasing technology and excellent success ratio of OCR against printed text [12, 21] The work proposed by V. Govind Raju [6] is the first step in this direction but the kind of complexity they have introduced makes the CAPTCHA even nonunderstandable for most of the users. The trade off between readability and security should be perfectly balanced. The introduced of noise of 5 different arbitrary types have though increased the security [6] but at the same time the readability has decreased resulting in less usability [15] . Many users find text based CAPTCHA frustrating and break rates as high as 60% have been reported (for Microsoft's Hotmail) [13, 14] .
Use of numerals along with English letters have also been proven to increase the complexity for automated text recognition [7] In this paper we have tried to extend the work in [7] by introducing randomness at various stages. Naming a few of them are selecting the number of letters and number of digits for numeric string, random order of appearance of string and numerals in the CAPTCHA image, color code selection for text/digits and the relative position of content is also decided at run-time using system generated random values/functions.
The authors have done adequate analysis and literature survey for the selection of random numbers generating functions, their run-time complexity, their memory requirements and usability. The sample collection for training and testing of ANN is also done using taking cautious steps and the possibility of correct segmentation of poorly written text is very low.
The paper is structured using 4 sections. Section-1 that has already reached to an end at this stage is and 
II. Technical Implementation
This section details every minute detail of proposed handwritten CAPTCHA image generation. The core idea / consideration is to develop the CAPTCHA images which are easy to read by human users but very difficult for OCRs/spambots, hence a wide variety of available CAPTCHA techniques and samples have been studied.
The implementation of handwritten CAPTCHA generation is based on the following observations [7] :
 All CAPTCHA images the authors have seen are made up of letters or numbers but not both.  Maximum CAPTCHA images consist of a single word as also shown in examples in section 1 and in most cases same word length.  If multiple words [eg-Facebook, gmail etc] then the words are in same horizontal line.  The content of CAPTCHA image is not a word from dictionary, this practically consumes time of the user to type, thus becomes an annoying task. It's always easy and pleasant to type the words from dictionary rather than combination of arbitrary letters.
Based on these observations we have created CAPTCHA those have: - Numbers in the image.  Image those contain two words.  The words of CAPTCHA image will necessarily not be in same horizontal line, they can be placed in any order based on a random function result.  The content of CAPTCHA shall be word from English dictionary and a number of 4-7 digits this would increase the recognition complexity but the friendliness shall be maintained.
The next subsections detail the different stages of handwritten CAPTCHA generation.
 SAMPLING AND PREPROCESSING.  Clustering using ANN and noise introduction  COMBINING to create the image.  Entertaining freedom of user key strokes and authentication.
A. Sampling and Preprocessing
Since recognition of poorly written handwritten text is annoying for every end-user, we have collected the sample from 10 graduation institutes. The answer sheets of the students at university examination have been scanned and used for sampling in this paper.
Various successful noise removal techniques are available online. Using the techniques described in [8] we have removed the noise and segmented the word image into letters. Poor segmentation is discarded using HNN. The answer sheets of mathematics were scanned to get handwritten numerable and ideally there was no need for any post segmentation verification because handwritten numerals can be segmented with almost 100% success [9] [10] . It is very easy to recognize and type word from dictionary rather than arbitrary set of letters. The random/arbitrary set of letters also consume more time. We have used words from Oxford University Press's English Dictionary. The words chosen are of length from 4-7. This subset of dictionary shall be used to generate the first word/alphabetic part of handwritten CAPTCHA image.
B. Clustering using ANN and noise introduction
Clustering technique of ANN is used to create 3 major clusters. Clustering is performed using a distance to group similar patterns. The attempt is to select those patterns which are the most representative for a given class. A selected pattern becomes a center of a cluster and our aim is to make as big clusters as possible. This way we keep the number of clusters fixed and small. The important aspect of this clustering is that care is taken not to include the alien patterns. If the cluster is too small, or if it can be included in another cluster larger than itself, then it is rejected [16] .
As the training proceeds, we keep on selecting the cluster centers from the training set. We cover the entire region of the vector which includes the patterns of that particular class. The process is repeated till we exhaust all patterns for that class. The result of this process is a well arranged sample set that can be readily used for creation of CAPTCHA. The following algorithm is used in order to create a CAPTCHA images: -C. Algorithm: Combining to Create The Image 1. Use a random function twice to get value out of {4, 5, 6, 7} resulting in size of CAPTCHA word.
2. Find a random number between 1-10000 to get the index of dictionary word say w1. 3. Get the letters of w1 and select the corresponding letters from clusters. Again use a random function to pick the letters from the sub clusters of the letter. 4. At server side maintain a cyclic queue of size 10 containing order codes, which would be used in following fashion as described in figure 2. Consider two words for clock-wise color codes and then after anti-clockwise for next two words. Thus the color codes shall be different for any 4 consecutive words at least. 6. Now the arrays of letters are colored images, ready to be grouped. 7. The outcome of step 1 determines the length of digits for CAPTCHA image. Based on this length we arbitrarily pick one number of the said length and the digits are colored as described in steps 3 and 4. 8. Use a binary value returning random function for horizontal or vertical stacking of the two words as well as their order of appearance. 9. Based on the outcome of the step-6 create CAPTHA. Fig.3 : Random Handwritten CAPTCHA image generated using algorithm mentioned above.
D. Freedom & Authentication
The user has been provided with the freedom of spaces. Between two words leading and trailing spaces can be easily ignored. The authentication of user's key strokes is done at server side that maintains a hash value of text of CAPTCHA. This makes the server authentication more secure. The hash value of user's key strokes is also captured. If both of them match then the end user is authenticated as a human being else spams bot.
III. Test Results and Discussion
Testing of any hypothesis/algorithm is a key step. It allows the user to check the correctness, usefulness and user-friendliness of the said technique. Since the proposed system contains randomness at various levels, we have tested the proposed technique/algorithm for various random/arbitrary functions. Since the implementation has been done using MATLAB, hence the used random functions were varied in nature and working style. The were normrnd(mu,sigma,m,n), randn(m,n), randi(imax,imin, n) and Multiply-withcarry method invented by George Marsaglia [18] . It is computationally fast and has good (albeit not cryptographically strong) randomness properties. The system has been developed in MATLAB 7.0 (A software solution for engineering works by Mathworks, Inc.). The OCRs used to test the recognition CAPTCHA are freely available online OCRs and they are www.onlineocr.net referred as OCR-1, www.freeocr.com referred as OCR-2, www.free-online-ocr.com referred as OCR-3, www.newocr.com referred as OCR-4 and i2OCR at www.sciweavers.org/free-onlineocr referred as OCR-5 . The same set of test samples have been conducted on 128 test samples and every sample has been tested with 5 OCRs hence in total 128x5 tests have been carried out online. The correct and incorrect recognition ratio of these three OCRs is The function Multiply-with-carry method produces better CAPTCHA images/words so that their recognition possibility is too low. It is very evident that introduction of color, numerals and random handwritten letters for CAPTCHA generation has got across good accomplishment rate for web security, at the same time usefulness and ease of recognition of text by human being is also gained benefit.
IV. Conclusion
Human Interactive Proofs or computer based challenges have now become synonyms for CAPTCHA. At current scenario of web usage and competition, text-CAPTCHA is still effective and secure measure, because there is no universal algorithm for text recognition that produces efficient results. In this paper we have presented an effective random algorithm to produce handwritten CAPTCHA which are relatively difficult for OCRs to recognize, while being very user/human friendly as made up of human handwritten letters. The usage of dictionary words has also increased the possibility of usability and friendliness.
The various weaknesses that were revealed in the literature study were examined and overcome in the algorithm. The Proposed CAPTCHA algorithm was well tested on the online server and was found to withstand the direction of the current OCR programs. Another advantage is that it is lightweight, it is safe and highly efficient. Although the test results indicate adequate success rates, still completely secured CAPTCHA image generation is an open challenge.
There are some open issues with current implementations of CAPTCHA which represent dimension for future advancements. The biggest concern is time taken to understand and type the words of CAPTCHA image and incase the incorrect recognition has taken place then the subsequent annoyance and time consumption of the user. To enhance security of web content, the authors are next working on introduction of sentences and phrases under Natural Language Processing with handwritten CAPTCHA. Considering the fact that user does not like to solve complex CAPTCHA and spammers are always there to crack simple CAPTCHAs, more ways should be discovered to make the web forms secure and spambot resistant.
